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Hey, guys! I'm a newbie here. Please bear with me. I want to know everything I can
about Dusty. I'm sure that you have heard these questions before. I'm sorry to ask
them again. What size shoe did she wear and what size dress? Was her eyes green
or blue? Does anyone know the natural hair color of her? thank you.
Dusty

45 Posts

allherfaces
Administrator
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Dusty was 5'3 or 4", was a natural redhead, and she had khaki green eyes.
I know Carole can tell you her UK shoe and dress sizes, although surely her dress
sizes varied through the years.
xN
There's something in my soul that will always lead me back to you.
USA
14235 Posts

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow
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I posted this some time ago, it may help you a bit!
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Casx
'Something in your eyes'
ErgoFergo
I’ll try anything
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Wow! 35, 22, 35...
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Vicky
x

United Kingdom
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dancer8595
Little by little
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Hello Vicky
That's what I thought too. A 22" waist?! Teeny tiny!
Rosie x
"she's a sweetheart except when she's moody/it's hard to get through to her
then..."
United Kingdom
690 Posts

boztiggs
Where am I going?
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and she still looks fantastic covered in arrows!
neil
United Kingdom
3367 Posts

Sarah
Little by little

" Here in the gloom, of my lonely room, i hold his photograph and pray ill see him
soon oh-oh"
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5'3 and a half! La Dust was taller than I thought- for some reason I'd been thinking
she was only 5'1

220 Posts

dancer8595
Little by little
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quote :
Originally posted by Sarah
5'3 and a ha lf! La Dust wa s talle r than I thought- for som e re ason I'd be e n think ing
she was only 5'1

United Kingdom
690 Posts

Hi, Sarah. Isn't there some dispute over this? I'd always thought Dusty was nearer
5'2". In flat shoes she looks very little indeed. I'm 5'4" and I think Dusty looks smaller
than me!
Rosie x
"she's a sweetheart except when she's moody/it's hard to get through to her
then..."

ErgoFergo
I’ll try anything
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Maybe she's 5'3" and a half including the beehive?
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Little by little

Rosie x
"she's a sweetheart except when she's moody/it's hard to get through to her
then..."

United Kingdom
690 Posts

Rob
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Administrator

quote :
Originally posted by boztiggs

and she still look s fantastic cove re d in arrows!
ne il
United Kingdom
4205 Posts

" He re in the gloom , of m y lone ly room , i hold his photograph and pray ill se e him
soon oh-oh"

LOL Neil
R

mssdusty
I’ve got a good thing

B
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quote :
Originally posted by mssdusty
I AM 5'2 AND I DID NO T HAVE FLATS O N THAT DAY. DUSTY AND I W ER E EYE TO
EYE,,,,,,,,DO NT YO U THINK?
I R EMEMBER HER W AR EING LO NG EYE LASHES.. LIGHT BR O W N IN C O LO R ..

USA
5821 Posts

MAR Y

THE LO O K O F LO VE IS IN YO UR EYES!
W atch m y vide o with Dusty on YouTube !

THE LOOK OF LOVE IS IN YOUR EYES!
Watc h my video with Dusty on YouTube!
daydreamer
Moderator
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These "Lifelines" came from Pat via the fan club in 1965. Dusty's height is given as
5ft 3 1/2 inches again and it's what I've always thought she was. I'm sure she lost
at least half an inch as she got older, it happens! Not sure why the birthdate is
down as 1940, it's either a typo or Dusty really did want to lose a year
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United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Carole x
"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."
Edite d by - daydre a m e r on 15/08/2009 08:55:17

Baby Blue
Where am I going?
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At Stern's when I met Dusty I remember her saying she's 5' 3" tall
Marty

USA
3185 Posts

memphisinlondon
Where am I going?
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Thank you Carole for that list of Dusty Lifelines. Brilliant!
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Her birth year is 1940 in the notes on the back AGCD so I think that extra year
meant a lot at the time. I wouldn't mind betting she aded an inch to her approx.
height too. I can just imagine her and Pat having fun with this list.
She's promoting Madeline Bell with her fans too.

United Kingdom
3565 Posts

How can anybody have listed Angie Dickinson as a favourite film star in 1965? That's
surely got to be because Dusty met her as Burt Bacharach's glamorous and charming
new wife?
Memphis
Ever since we met...

daydreamer
Moderator
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I remember in the early days being confused as to Dusty's birth year because of
1940 popping up occasionally. I wonder if they decided it sounded better for Dusty
be born in the forties like the rest of the sixties girl singers were, rather than be a
girl from the 1930's? I'm 5'3"ish, give or take the odd half inc h and in this picture
Dusty looks taller than me. OK, I'm bending so that Peppi can be seen and my hair is
flatter, but I don't think there is any doubt that Dusty is no smaller than 5'3". Pat is
also that height and she would borrow Dusty's dresses.
United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Carole x
"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."
Edite d by - daydre a m e r on 15/08/2009 14:22:01
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Fab photo!
I think you're spot on about 1940 and you are about about 5'3" too thanks to this
photo. Thank you very muc h.
Memphis
Ever since we met...
United Kingdom
3565 Posts

Sarah
Little by little
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Thank you so much Carole for posting that lifelines list... it's fantastic! "Day
dreaming" being one of Dusty's hobbies! I also love, under dislikes "people who say
'saw you on the telly last night' and then leave one in suspense, without saying
what they thought of what they saw'!
And no garlic and onions for Dusty? Interesting! So in terms of food, she wasn't a
fan of garlic, onions, and vinegar- is that right? I think I read in an interview with
Pat Rhodes that Dusty couldn't stand the smell.
220 Posts

The picture is fab as well, thank you for posting it.
Chrispld
I’ll try anything
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Great photo Carole.! I remember seeing Dusty performing live at the London
Palladium in the early 1970s and thinking how small she was.
Chris

United Kingdom
1075 Posts

Carole R.
Where am I going?
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quote :
Originally posted by Chrispld
and thinking how small she was.
C hris

2242 Posts

Well as my old Granpappy used to say, "The best things come in small parcels"
CR ...5ft 7ins

xx

Edite d by - C arole R . on 16/08/2009 11:23:51

streepalicious
Little by little
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quote :
Originally posted by Carole R.
quote :
Originally posted by Chrispld
and thinking how small she was.
C hris

Australia
279 Posts

W e ll as m y o ld Granpappy use d to say, "The be st things com e in sm all parce ls"
C R ...5ft 7ins
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That's what my mother says to me (I'm bout the same height as Dusty)...it didn't
take the sting away when a 12 year old who was taller than me called me 'midget'!
Alicex
Sara
I’ll try anything
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I don't think Dusty height's that short, I'm 5ft 3 and 3 quarters (apparently,
) But I know
according to the doctor, even though I always thought I was 5ft 4
loads of people shorter than me.
Thanks for posting the picture and the list!
Sara x
1163 Posts

Somet hing inside has died and I can't hide, and I just can't f ake it
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